CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY, FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter symbolic drawings, narratives and structured interview were analysed and interpreted. Themes that were relevant to the study were presented. The layout of chapter 6 is indicated in the figure below.

Figure 6.1: Summary of chapter 6

6.2 OBJECTIVES REVISITED
This section reports on whether the objectives of this study were achieved or not.

Table 6.1: How objectives were achieved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBJECTIVE 1- PHASE 1</th>
<th>Where the objective was addressed in the study</th>
<th>Achieved/Not achieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To determine the essence of suicide</td>
<td>Chapters 1 and 2- These chapters entail the description and explanation of the real meaning of suicide</td>
<td>Achieved</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| OBJECTIVE 2- PHASE 1 | | |
| To examine factors that put youth at risk of suicide | Chapter 2- This chapter highlights factors that expose youth to risk of suicide | Achieved |

| OBJECTIVE 3- PHASE 1 | | |
| To understand the national strategies in place in South Africa regarding mental health among youth | Chapter 3- This chapter draw attention to the intervention strategies available in South Africa, regarding mental health | Achieved |

| OBJECTIVE 4- PHASE 1 | | |
| To understand prevention programs that are in place in schools | Chapter 3- This chapter highlights prevention programs that are in place in schools | Achieved |

| OBJECTIVE 5- PHASE 2 | | |
| To determine the experiences of youths at risk regarding suicide behaviour | Chapter 5- This chapter determine the experiences of youth at risk regarding suicide behaviour | Achieved |

| OBJECTIVE 6- PHASE 2 | | |
| To determine the views of youths at risk regarding suicide prevention | Chapter 5- This chapter determine the views of youth at risk regarding suicide prevention | Achieved |

| OBJECTIVE 7- PHASE 2 | | |
| To come up with guidelines to enhance suicide prevention at schools | Chapter 6- This chapter came up with the guidelines to enhance suicide prevention at schools | Achieved |

6.3 SUMMARY OF CHAPTERS

In this section a summary of chapters one, two and three is offered. The summaries aim to provide an understanding of the intention of the study as a whole.

6.3.1 Summary of Chapter 1

This chapter offered a problem statement with the intention to draw the reader’s attention to the factors that put youth in the Northern Free State at risk of suicide. The aim and objectives assisted in sculpting and guiding this
investigation; the primary focus of the research was thus encapsulated in them. It was necessary to elaborate on the background information to provide essential context to understand the research problem and its significance (cf. 1.2). I also had to include my perspective to clear any biases I might have had about suicide behaviour in youth (cf. 1.6).

This chapter comprised an exploratory qualitative research methodology in order to unearth the individual perspectives on the resources that can be mobilised to strengthen youth and buffer the risk of suicide in schools (cf. 1.7). A two-phased data collection process was proposed with the intent to draw two sets of data from symbolic drawings and interviews. The first phase projected having participants make symbolic drawings of what or who they thought would help prevent young people from committing suicide (cf. 1.8). Interview questions were formulated and conducted after data from drawings and narratives were transcribed and initial analysis was done.

Ethical considerations to deal with beliefs about what is wrong and right, moral or immoral were projected (cf. 1.11). The problem that was anticipated when doing the actual study was to obtain permission from parents for learners to participate in the research, since talking about suicide is still taboo in African communities.

6.3.2 Summary of Chapter 2
This chapter captured the nature of suicide by first elaborating on the statistics for suicide in South Africa and international countries and conceptualisation of suicidal behaviour (cf. 2.2). Suicidal behaviour was identified as encompassing two types: non-fatal suicidal behaviour (cf. 2.2.1) and fatal suicidal behaviour (cf. 2.2.2). Different factors increasing suicidal risk behaviour and suicide ideation among youth were identified and discussed (cf. 2.4).

This chapter also embarked on factors increasing the risk of suicide (cf. 2.4), which were divided into five categories:
• Psychological disorders (cf. 2.4.1) consisting of mood disorders (2.4.1.1), aggression and impulsivity (cf. 2.4.1.2), depression (cf. 2.4.1.3) and stress (cf. 2.4.1.4), and negative self-concept (cf. 2.4.1.5).
• Individual risk factors (cf. 2.4.2) with variables such as dysfunctional problem-solving (cf. 2.4.2.1) rebellious behaviours (cf. 2.4.2.2),
• Imitation and suicidal transmission involving risky social media reporting and the risk copycat suicide as a result of media contagion effect (cf. 2.5)
• Family factors included a family history of suicide (cf. 2.6.4) and family disruptions (cf. 2.6.2) due to divorce and separation, which lead to violence and abuse, and neglect of children. Lack of communication between family members (cf. 2.6.3) and their inability to notice warning signs were identified as a stumbling block in early detection of suicidal behaviour. The low socio-economic status of families (cf. 2.6.6) was also a contributing factor to family disruptions, especially if the abuse of drugs and alcohol are added to these problems.
• Factors in schools comprised poor attendance of classes, a negative attitude towards school work and academic failure (cf. 2.7). These dynamics accompanied by stressors from home and those of growing up become overwhelming. Exposure to violence through bullying and unsafe school environments was also a factor (cf. 2.7).
• Somatic co-morbidity factors composed of chronic illnesses due to HIV, and cancer which may lead to depression and mental ill health, especially during the initial weeks following a diagnosis of HIV (cf. 2.8).
• Methods used to commit suicide differ according to accessibility, availability and applicability (cf. 2.6).

6.3.3 Summary of Chapter
The objectives of this chapter were to obtain a better understanding of prevention strategies for youth in South Africa on the one hand, and on the other, to assist in developing a framework for effective preventative strategies to reduce suicidal behaviour in schools (cf. 6.6).

This chapter focused on suicide intervention by the government (cf. 3.2), the community and schools. The programmes discussed include universal (cf. 3.2.1) and selective programmes (cf. 3.2.2). Universal programmes offered by the government consist of an improved national data collection system (cf. 3.2.1.1), policy framework (cf. 3.2.1.2), awareness and education programmes (cf. 3.2.1.3) and taking control of the environment by means of gun and drug control (cf. 3.2.1.4). Government selective prevention programmes consist of general hospital emergency departments (cf. 3.2.2.1), mental clinics in all provinces in South Africa, treatment (cf. 3.2.2.1.1) and easy access to mental services (cf. 3.2.2.1.2). Suicide prevention programmes attempt to mitigate risk factors and promotes protective factors.

The local and community interventions consist of universal programmes (cf. 3.3.1), including use of social media (cf. 3.3.1.1) in their education and awareness campaigns programmes (cf. 3.3.1.2). Their selective programmes comprise crisis support services (cf. 3.3.2.1). The school-based intervention contains school policies; anti-bullying programmes (cf. 3.4), drug control (cf. 3.4.1.2) curriculum-based programmes (cf. 3.4.1.4) with key themes such as personal and social well-being, physical education, creative arts and visual arts and performing arts in Life Orientation. The selective programmes consist of school mental health programmes and self-help techniques.

Different role-players are identified in the literature that can be roped in to implement intervention programmes at schools (cf. 3.6). They include teachers
(cf. 3.6.1) as gatekeepers (cf. 3.6.1.1), peers as gatekeepers (cf. 3.6.2.1) and external stakeholders (cf. 3.6.3) consisting of community members with or without expertise. The training of community members (cf. 3.6.3.1), teachers and learners regarding the identification of warning signs becomes imperative.

6.3.4 Summary of Chapter 4

The aim of this chapter was to discuss the processes and steps used to gather and analyse data to increase the understanding of the topic of this research. An overview was presented of the research design and methodology employed as well as how such a design and methods were used. Aspects covered included the interpretivist research paradigm (cf. 4.2); the qualitative research method (cf. 4.3); the phenomenological design as a strategy of inquiry (cf. 4.4); drawings and structured interviews as data collection tools (cf. 4.5); the purposive sampling method (cf. 4.6) and the research setting and inductive content data analysis (cf. 4.8).

Quality criteria and specific information around trustworthiness and ethical issues (cf. 4.9) employed were discussed. Ethical considerations included matters around informed consent (cf. 4.10.1); confidentiality (cf. 4.10.2), debriefing of participants (cf. 4.10.3); voluntary participation (cf. 4.10.4); avoidance of harm (cf. 4.10.5); avoidance of deception (cf. 4.10.6); competence of the researcher (cf. 4.10.7) and publication of the findings (cf. 4.10.8).

6.3.5 Summary of Chapter 5

The aim of this chapter was to analyse and interpret data gathered by means of drawings, narratives and structured interviews. The data presented came from 43 participants who took part in a draw and write technique (cf. 5.1) and 24 who participated in structured interviews. The data yielded six themes with subcategories:
The first theme was that of the causes of suicide (cf. 5.2) which were indicated as triggered by:

- interpersonal factors such as clashes between parents and children over performance; cyber-bullying; peer pressure; bad relationships and break-ups; rejection; abandonment; being devalued by parents and educators; a family history of suicide; use of alcohol in the family; changes in living conditions leading to instability; pressure from family and community to perform academically; being bullied by peers; abuse;
- Personal factors such as feelings of isolation; hopelessness; feeling of worthlessness; being hurt or in trouble; use of drugs and alcohol; patterns and potential psychopathology leading to depression; inability to deal with life situations;

Participants were not asked about the causes; they volunteered this information while elaborating on the strategies proposed.

Strategies to increase social support (cf. 5.3) included community resources, parents and family members and teachers. The following suggestions were put forward: Community centres that can afford recreation facilities so that learners can be involved in sport, and to showcase talents. Learners to engage in sports activities to refrain from being involved in drugs. Community centres to also provide opportunities for learners to share problems with health professionals, counselling them. The proposal was that learners should be provided with transport by the Department of Education from schools to the centres and taken back to their homes. In these centres coaches can offer life lessons in order to build learners'self-esteem and team work. Educational activities such as presenting extra classes can be provided in community centres. Youth need to be encouraged by parents in order for them to disclose their problems. Teachers also have a role to play in teaching learners on how to prevent aspects such as HIV/AIDS, TB and
teenage pregnancy. They can help learners, provide counselling and be aware of their socio–background. Teachers are also expected to work as gatekeepers who will be well trained in order to know how to identify warning signs and procedures to be followed for referral of learners with mental illness. Learners should be encouraged to do their school work, and given advice on their academic work. Academic failure should be addressed by educators during cluster meetings and they should ensure that learners get extra classes to cover or revise work done during tuition time. Social workers, psychologies and socio-pedagogues have to visit schools to address learners with problems pertaining to suicide and work in collaboration with teachers. Teachers, learners and parents/family members have to act as gatekeepers and peer support provided.

- Proposed strategies that were faith-based (cf. 5.4) included having religious instruction as a subject brought back and being taught to enhance faith in God, which was regarded as a buffer against suicidal behaviour. Learners should be encouraged to attend church for spiritual healing and be supported by church leaders.

- The suggested strategies to reduce stress (cf. 5.5) encompassed having sports facilities in schools to afford learners time to exercise and play sports to relax their minds and refrain from suicidal behaviour. Talks and debates can be held to allow them to open up and share their experiences. Arts and culture as subjects should be taught and learners trained how to play musical instruments and do music at schools.

- Strategies for awareness and education (cf. 5.6) pertained to school nurses who will visit schools to render services, or promote awareness on issues such as teenage pregnancy, how to protect themselves from getting pregnant; providing a platform and a conducive environment for
free expression of views and communication; and being taught about suicide.

● Experiences of suicide (cf. 5.7)

6.4 FINDINGS FROM LITERATURE

Chapter 2 revealed that youth who are suicidal:

● Often come from families where there was the death of a parent during their childhood (cf. 2.6.1); have a family history of suicidal behaviour (cf. 2.6.4); experienced attempted or completed suicide of a close relative, parental suicide attempts may be the most significant form of exposure (cf. 2.6.4); often has a high rate of suicidal behaviour in their families (cf. 2.6.4); have feelings of being rejected or being unloved (cf. 2.6.2); are in broken homes where there is parental divorce and marital discord (cf. 2.6.2) with intensity and frequency of conflict as predictors (cf. 2.6.2); have neglectful, rejecting and or psychiatrically ill parent, they then harbour feelings of being unworthy of parental care (cf. 2.6.2); lack communication with family members with family communication style (cf. 2.6.2); have family members who abuse drugs and alcohol and criminal behaviour (cf. 2.6.5); are from socially and economically disadvantaged homes with low educational levels and long-term unemployment (cf. 2.6.6); had been sexually abused and have a low self-esteem (cf. 2.6.7); experienced peer-driven violent behaviour, bullying, extortion, or coercion to use alcohol or drugs (cf. 2.6); are pressurised by increased competitiveness in education and rising expectations to perform well at school (cf. 2.6).

● are pre-occupied with the reason for the suicide, feelings and thoughts of blaming themselves for suicide of significant others (cf. 2.6); have feelings of being isolated and humiliated (cf. 2.6) and are angry, guilty and depressed (cf. 2.4.1.3); wish to alter an intolerable situation and relieve
painful feelings, wish to join a dead relative or a friend to lessen isolation and
provide comfort, wish to retaliate and wish to gain affection and sympathy (cf.
2.4.5.2) hoping that death will bring about a positive change from which they will
benefit (cf. 2.4.5.2); have feelings of hopelessness and despair (cf. 2.4.1.1); and
both bullies and victims of bullying (cf. 2.7) are at a higher risk; and are bullied
feel worthless, hopeless and depressed (cf. 2.7) lack problem solving, reasoning
and decision making skills (cf. 2.4.2.1).

Warning signs in youth who are suicidal may include:

● planning suicide (cf. 2.2.4); excessive self-criticism (cf. 2.2.4); changes in
personality (cf. 2.2.4); loss of interest in appearance (cf. 2.2.4); risk-taking
behaviour (cf. 2.2.4), excessive feelings of guilt, self-blame and failure
(cf.2.2.4); suddenly feeling better after depression (cf. 2.2.4); writing poems,
essays about death, text messages or painting images of death (cf. 2.2.4);
threatening and looking for ways to hurt or kill themselves, seeking access to
pills, weapons, or other means (cf. 2.2.4) and withdrawing from friends, family
or society (cf. 2.2.4).

The findings from Chapter 3 were based on the intervention programmes that
youth can access in South Africa. These findings indicated the following:

● Few policies that are meant to curb mental ill-health have been developed and
implemented over the years (cf. 3.2.1.2); in the absence of a national policy,
some provinces developed provincial mental health policies using the Mental
Health Care Act (No 17 of 2002) as a guide, the National Mental Health
Policy Framework and Strategic Plan (2013-2020) was later developed and
adopted in 2012 (cf. 3.2.1.2); the situation led to a lack of a separate strategic
plan for mental health in eight provinces in South Africa except for KwaZulu-
Natal (cf. 3.2.1.2); mental health plans were integrated
with the general health plan for the provinces and that there has not been a strategic focus in dealing with mental health issues (cf. 3.2.1.2); the controlling of the environment to decrease the incidence of suicidal behaviour (cf. 3.2.1.4) is not effective; taking control of the environment means reducing the availability of and access to means of suicide through gun possession control and toxic substances and toning down media reports on suicide (cf. 3.2.1.4); measures to increase knowledge of mental illness are not successful due to lack of focus and funding (cf. 3.2.1.3); general health and emergency services staff have minimal mental health training (cf. 3.2.2.1); early treatment with psychotherapy and medication can stop the symptoms of depression (cf. 3.2.2.1.1); mental disorders may recur (cf. 3.2.2.1.1); most youth will show improved mental health and marked improvements in their attitudes and behaviours (cf. 3.2.2.1.1) even if only once in treatment; mental health services are often the best placed services for youth (cf. 3.2.2.1.2); young people are typically avoidant of health services and mental health services because of shame, stigma and fear (cf. 3.2.2.1.2); reliance on parents for transport, lack of awareness of services, and fear of cost of services provide barriers to accessing mental health services (cf. 3.2.2.1.2).

- The majority of community-based suicide prevention strategies are aimed at either reducing risk factors for suicide (cf. 3.3) by focussing on education and awareness; or screening to identify potential suicidal people for referral and treatment (cf. 3.4); NGOs make use of media platforms and internet to target millions of people in South Africa (cf. 3.3.1.1 and 3.3.1.2) including youth. Most of these programmes have not been evaluated for effectiveness. Crisis support in the form of drop-in centres and lifelines is provided 24 hours per day (cf. 3.3.2.1); social networking sites can facilitate social connections among peers with similar experiences and increase awareness of prevention programmes (cf. 3.3.1.1); social media sites allow interacting and sharing of relevant
Information, stories and events in local areas (cf. 3.3.1.1); public awareness campaigns are a significant component of community-based suicide prevention efforts (cf. 3.3.1.2).

- At schools the policy that focuses on mental health is the Integrated School Health Policy (cf. 3.4.1); there are challenges in the implementation of this policy (cf. 3.4.1); other policies that focus specifically on anti-bullying measures, drug control and school safety increase safety and reduce psychological distress and suicide (cf. 3.4.1.1, 3.4.1.2 and 3.4.1.3); a well-designed code of conduct for learners and staff is crucial in the management of safety and security (cf. 3.4.1.3); some principals do not implement policies to manage disciplinary problems (cf. 3.4.1.3); creating a safe and peaceful school environment is the responsibility of the SGB together with the management of schools (cf. 3.4.1.2); curriculum-based programmes include teaching and involvement of learners in physical education and activity, art and culture and development of self in the society (cf. 3.4.1.4); there are no topics specifically on suicide in the curriculum (cf. 3.4.1).

- It is important to involve all stakeholders in the implementation of interventions (cf. 3.6); there is a need for teachers, parents and learners to be trained as gatekeepers (cf. 3.6.1.1; 3.6.2.1 and 3.6.3.1); training might cover the identification of warning signs, appropriate responses, referral, and sources of guidance for staff and learners, and might involve some of the community and voluntary organizations that have expertise in these areas (cf. 3.6.1.2); training should be conducted by mental health experts such as social workers, psychologists and socio-pedagogues (cf. 3.6.1.2).

6.5 FINDINGS FROM EMPIRICAL RESEARCH

6.5.1 Findings in relation to the aim and objectives
The aim of this research was to determine learners'views on how suicide can be prevented among youth at risk in the Northern Free State schools.

To determine the essence of suicide

- Suicidal behaviour involves a degree of severity that can range from a person wishing himself or herself dead to actually killing him- or herself (cf. 2.2); it can encompass an unambiguous act of self-mutilating and self-demise acts ranging from lethal attempts, with high intent to die to non-lethal attempts, with low or no intent to die (cf. 2.2); both these types include suicide ideation, encompassing: thinking about it, engaging in it, writing or talking about it, or planning it (cf. 2.2); suicide never occurs in a state of sanity (cf. 2.2.1); egoistic suicide is a result of weakening of society's control over individuals and groups and reduced immunity against the collective suicidal inclination (cf. 2.2.1); altruistic suicide refers to people over whom society has too strict a hold and who have too little individualism (cf. 2.2.1); anomic suicide occurs when society fails to control and regulate the behaviour of an individual which results in disturbances of the collective or organization, thereby reducing the individual's immunity against suicidal tendencies (cf. 2.2.4).

- Suicidal behaviour is prompted by acute social conflicts, socio-economic deprivation, chronic illness, family, personal and peer problems, academic failure and mental illness (cf. 2.2.1).

- The onset of suicide ideations starts as early as 8 or 9 years of age (cf. 2.4.1); suicide behaviour is a process and suicidal ideation forms part of its evolution (cf. 2.4.1); the average age of those who commit suicide in South Africa is 25 years (cf. 2.3); more males complete suicide than females (cf. 2.2).

- Suicide warning is the earliest detectable heightened risk for suicide (cf.2.2.4); warning signs suggest that a person increased his or her probability of suicidal crisis (cf.2.2.4).
To examine factors that put youth at risk of suicide

- Youth are characterized by a preference to be less reliant on parental advice (cf. 2.4.2.2); they become rebellious in an attempt to be autonomous from parental authoritative control (cf. 2.4.2.2); teenagers who find it difficult to submit to authoritative parental control are more prone to seek alternative means of expressing themselves and suicide becomes one such option (cf. 2.4.2.2); fatal and non-fatal suicide attempts among youth are associated with elevated rates of substance abuse such as *inter alia* alcohol abuse, marijuana, cocaine, methamphetamine, phenycyclidine and liquid crystal display and smoking (cf. 2.4.2.2); substance abuse worsens mood, impulsivity, aggression and other behavioural factors that predispose them to suicide (cf. 2.4.2.2).

- Youth encounter emotional ups and downs due to school, parents and friends (cf. 2.4); they become particularly vulnerable as they respond to challenges of their developmental stage (cf. 2.4); being overwhelmed by tension can easily lead to a sense of despair, affective, conduct and substance use disorders (cf. 2.4.1); may have multiple psychiatric disorders (cf. 2.4.1) including feelings of depression, loneliness, emptiness and hopelessness, mood disorders, aggression and impulsivity, stress, negative self-concept and isolation (cf. 2.4.1), anxiety disorders, disruptive behaviour associated with attention deficit or hyperactivity disorder, conduct disorder, and oppositional disorder (cf. 2.4.1); their inability to verbalize their emotional experiences (cf. 2.4.1.2) may lead to anti social behaviours and inability to handle problems with relationships; a large majority of youth who experience stressful life events do not become suicidal (cf. 2.4.1.4); the normal feelings of sadness, grief or humiliation that result from upsetting life experiences can precipitate depression, anxiety or another mental disorder (cf. 2.4.1.4);
inappropriate problem-solving, inability to express their psychological anguish, poor personal skills (cf. 2.4.2.1);

- Youth are exposed to copycat suicide (cf. 2.4.4); inappropriate media reports about suicide (cf. 2.4.4) and lack of knowledge about suicide and mental illness.

- Coming from families where there was the death of a parent during their childhood, loss of an important person, a family member or a friend (cf. 2.4.5.1); a broken home in childhood (cf. 2.4.5.2); growing up with unhappy memories (cf. 2.4.5.2); lack of communication with family members and parental relationships (cf. 2.4.5.3); parental psychopathology and a family history of suicidal behaviour (cf. 2.4.5.3).

To understand the national strategies in place in South Africa regarding mental health among youth

- There is a National Injury Mortality Surveillance System (NIMSS) which is the only source of continuous epidemiological information on suicide mortality in South Africa (cf. 3.2.1.1), this system does not cover all the provinces.

- A mental health policy was adopted in 2012; the National Mental Health Policy Framework and Strategic Plan (2013-2020), previously there was no officially endorsed national mental health policy for South Africa (cf. 3.2.1.2);

- There are mental hospitals and clinics and there is inconsistency with regard to resource allocation and data collection and a lack of standardization of the training in public health (cf. 3.2.1.2); very few general health facilities provide services exclusively for children and adolescents (cf. 3.2.2.1.1); mental health services in South Africa are chronically under-resourced (cf. 3.2.2.1.1);
There have been some restriction on gun ownership and access to drugs and alcohol (cf. 3.2.1.4); these efforts are frustrated by non-adherence to policies (cf. 3.2.1.4).

To understand prevention programmes that are in place in schools

The policies that focus on improving mental health in schools include the Integrated School Health Policy (2012), drug policy (cf. 3.4.1.2), school safety policy (cf. 3.4.1.3), anti bullying policy (cf. 3.4.1.1) and the CAPS (cf. 3.4.1.4)

The policies are meant to guide the implementation of the school health services (cf. 3.4.1) in the form of screening and referral; health education and promotion (cf. 3.4.1) provided by school nurses and teachers (Life Orientation) drug and alcohol control (cf. 3.4.1.2); school safety and security measures (cf. 3.4.1.3); anti bullying programmes (cf. 3.4.1.1); and school counselling services by social workers (cf. 3.5.2).

To determine the experiences of youth at risk regarding suicide behaviour

Participants indicated the following regarding their experiences:

- Participants have experienced suicides in every area of their lives; at school with peers, at their homes with family members and close relatives and in their communities with peers and older people. Their experiences indicate that they are affected and at a higher risk of suicide behaviour due to their exposure to these incidences (cf. 5.7).
- Some participants have attempted suicide and had thought of taking their own lives. Different reasons were given for this behaviour but the failure to perform academically was the top of the list (cf. 5.7).
- Participants had experiences of attempted and completed suicides by their peers and friends. They also mention attempted and completed suicides
by members of their families and close relatives. These participants had family history of suicide behaviour (cf. 5.7).

- In these experiences a few methods used in attempts or completed suicides were mentioned. All the methods mentioned are inexpensive and accessible to community members (cf. 5.7).

To determine the views of youth at risk regarding suicide prevention

In chapter 5 five themes were presented from the data obtained from the participants. Only four of these themes pertain to the views of youth on suicide prevention, namely:

- **On strategies to increase social support** (cf. 5.3) participants proposed community support; parents and family support; and support from teachers, schools and peers. Participants suggested the involvement of community members, parents and religious leaders, psychologists, social workers, peers and teachers. Community centres to provide: resources for recreational activities including sport and study; health professionals for counselling services and offering of life lessons to enhance self-concept and teamwork.

They need to be encouraged by parents in order for them to talk about their problems openly, supported and having parents as gatekeepers. Teachers have to teach learners about suicide and teenage pregnancy. They can help learners, provide counselling and be aware of their socio–background. Teachers are also expected to work as gatekeepers to identify warning signs and procedures to be followed for referral of learners with mental illness. Learners should be encouraged to do their school work, and given advice on their academic work. Academic failure should be addressed by educators during cluster meetings and they
should ensure that learners get extra classes to cover or revise work done during tuition time. Learners have to be equipped with skills.

Social workers, psychologists, nurses and socio-pedagogues have to visit schools to address learners with problems pertaining to suicide and work in collaboration with teachers.

Learners have to act as gatekeepers and support each other.

- **On strategies to increase faith** *(cf. 5.4)* religion can be used as a resource that can be utilised to reduce suicide by bringing it back to school as a subject to be taught. Learners should be encouraged to attend church for spiritual healing and be supported by church leaders.

- **On the strategies to reduce stress** *(cf. 5.5)* having sports facilities in schools to afford learners time to exercise and play to relax and refrain from suicidal behaviour. Talks and debates can be held to allow them to open up and share their experiences. Arts and culture should be taught and learners trained on how to play musical instruments and do music at schools.

- **On strategies for awareness and education** *(cf. 5.6)* involvement of all stakeholders such as nurses to offer education on teenage pregnancy, psychologist, social worker and socio-pedagogue to provide counselling, to provide information about suicide to mental illness and suicidal behaviour. The role players have to promote awareness thereby providing a platform for communication about health issues and a conducive environment for free expression of views.

The comprehensive strategies that were proposed by participants consisted of multiple interventions were used to develop the ecological framework below:

**6.6 A FRAMEWORK FOR PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF FINDINGS**

The framework proposed in this research is developed as a plan of action designed to achieve a long-term or overall aim to reduce suicide among youth at schools. It is used as a process to approach the problem of suicide. This
structure is based on the human ecological approach, namely that there are several factors that interact in a child’s development, including biological, psychological, social and cultural forces. Youth are a product of the communities in which they live; this was revealed in their views about strategies for dealing with suicide. As this was an exploratory study the proposals that included all systems that can be pulled together to combat suicide forwarded by participants were not anticipated. Thus, verifying that qualitative research is an emergent design.

The predictors of suicide as identified by participants will be presented first, and then the interventions suggested will be offered. The first level below the learner is directly and immediately impacted by family members, teachers and peers.

6.6.1 Micro-level predictor
The psychological characteristics identified by youth included low self-concept, feelings of worthlessness, being devalued, loneliness, feelings of not being loved, depression, alcohol and drug use, stress and feelings of not being good enough (cf. table 5.1). Some participants had attempted suicide.

6.6.1.1 Micro-level intervention
There is a need for the training of parents, teachers and learners to identify risk factors for suicide. If these signs are identified early and referrals are made promptly, learners’ lives could be saved. Gate keeping would be enhanced by the ability of the learners, teachers and parents to assess and see the signs and know how to respond and intervene. There is therefore a need for training of gatekeepers who could be parents of learners in the school, teachers, youth and other members of the community who have an interest in preventing suicide.
Gatekeeper training sessions should be basic but with relevant information to help youth who display suicidal behaviour. A preliminary assessment of risk could be done by qualified psychologists to determine the extent of the problem. The gate keeping training could follow the procedure illustrated in the figure below.

**Figure 6.2: Gatekeeper training process**

First and foremost, participants in the training workshop should understand what gate keeping is, therefore this phenomenon will have to be clarified. It should be emphasised that gatekeepers are not health professionals but their main focus is on observing signs and raising alarm when risk factors are detected. A discussion about the factors hindering effective gate keeping should be held around aspects of diffusion of responsibility. This is where parents shift the responsibility to teachers and vice versa. Talks about myths and cultural factors that prevent youth from getting medical treatment are also important.

Regarding referrals, accurate and current information about the school, community and provincial resources of help should be provided to participants of the workshop. An understanding of the school suicide prevention protocols and school-based policy for suicide prevention should be made known to parents. A list of centres that can be approached in the Free State province is indicated in the table below.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Where</th>
<th>Contact Numbers</th>
<th>Referral or Drop-in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Free State psychiatric complex</td>
<td>Bloemfontein</td>
<td>0514079260/389</td>
<td>Referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloemcare psychiatric clinic/hospital (private)</td>
<td>Bloemfontein</td>
<td>0514462311</td>
<td>Referral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANCA Aurora</td>
<td>Bloemfontein</td>
<td>514474111</td>
<td>Drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANCA Goldfields Welkom</td>
<td>Welkom</td>
<td>0573525444</td>
<td>Drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovelife</td>
<td>Bloemfontein</td>
<td>0514484154</td>
<td>Drop-in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifeline Free State</td>
<td>Bloemfontein</td>
<td>0513572746</td>
<td>Toll free</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 6.2: List of centres for support**

My second recommendation is that of participation in sports and physical activity to assist in boosting the tattered self-concept or image of youth. Involvement in sports may help affected youth to acquire the necessary skills to pursue particular goals found within a specified environment in which the learners reside. Participation in a supervised constructive activity will limit the time available for less constructive activities that youth usually engage in. It will also safeguard against boredom and isolation.

Schools should create opportunities for various sporting codes in its extra-curriculum programme so as to enable the learners to have a broader choice. The various codes should satisfy the aspirations, values and cultural needs of learners. There are soccer and netball fields at most schools in South Africa. The problem is that these facilities accommodate very few learners as the focus is on
competition rather than participation. The suggestion in the research is that all learners within the school should participate in at least one sporting code in a year and not a single learner should be left out. Inter-house competitions must be brought back to schools to create a culture of sport. This can be done by drawing up a programme, then electing team managers for different teams, which will be identified by different colours. All learners take part according to their different age group selection, using different sporting codes. Learners should be allowed to choose in which sporting codes they want to participate. On a day set aside for these activities learners who participate can be rewarded with certificates or medals. In the third term, when learners have to do cross-country, the same procedure can be followed. The benefit of being involved in such activities is that learners develop and adopt habits of fair play, ethical behaviour, honesty and respect for authority when engaged in sport.

In order to get the buy-in of the community, all parents of learners in the school can be invited to receive medals together with their children. This will serve to motivate learners and also draw the attention of the parent to his or her child's activities in school. Talent will be identified from participation at school; as there are learners who are good in sport but perform bad academically, they get the opportunity to shine and be praised.

Teaching about physical education is good as learners have to be taught about the rules and regulations to be applied during the physical and practical activities. Being physically active is even more beneficial. In order to maintain this, the school should intensify the control and monitoring and verify implementation of physical activity in Life Orientation. The schools should also make sure that the Head of Department of Life Orientation is not only a subject specialist but also have invested interest in this subject.
Each Life Orientation educator must have his or her personal time-table besides the school's time-table. The suggested personal time-table is presented in the table below.

**Table: 6.2 Personal time tablet (Teacher A)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>MON</th>
<th>WED</th>
<th>FRI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09h00-</td>
<td>LO GR 7c theory</td>
<td>LO GR7C theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09h30</td>
<td>SELF IMAGE personality believes interests</td>
<td>IDENTIFICATION PERSONAL QUALITIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>What are learners’ interests? What learners are good at? What is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09H00-</td>
<td></td>
<td>LO GR 7C theory</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10H00</td>
<td></td>
<td>about one self</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12H45-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L.OGR 7C Practical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13H15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Physical education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Warm up 10min Educator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>demonstrate 5 minutes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Walking for</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The school should compile a roster of all the physical education assessments and indicate a breakdown of the activities to be done in each of the periods. The Head of Department should regularly control and monitor that educators are adhering to the personal time-tables as per content focus. The roster suggested will make it easy for the teacher to follow and for the Head of the Department to
monitor. According to the Department of Education policy document (CAPS), the theory is allocated more time than the practical, for example theory is taught three periods per week per class, whereas physical activity is offered once per week per class. I suggest that an equal number of periods be allocated for theory and practice in a week.

The assessment tool suggested in this research focuses mainly on participation of all learners in all physical activities, which should be monitored by the HOD. The table below shows an assessment tool developed to assess learner participation in physical activities.

**Table 6.3 PHYSICAL EDUCATION ASSESSMENT TOOL**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NO</th>
<th>TERM</th>
<th>1 Frequency of participation</th>
<th>Skills development</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PE periods per term(P1=periods)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DATE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Learners' names</td>
<td>P1  P2  P3  P4  P5  P6  P7  P8  P9  P10</td>
<td>Total Number learner participated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Leadership skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Movement skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Confidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this assessment table all learners will be allocated marks for participation to encourage more involvement in physical activities. This assessment tool does not allow for allocation of more marks to more skilled learners as this would encourage competition and create problems for those less skilled. Control and monitoring will be done to ensure that all learners in a class participate. The educator in charge must make sure that safety of learners while participating is
taken care of. The teacher must also give learners who are absent a chance to participate when present at school.

The third recommendation is about giving accurate and relevant information about suicide and depression. It is the duty of the school to educate the learners and community members in its vicinity. With regards to suicide: knowledge is power. Even if suicide is not a topic in the LO curriculum, school nurses and social workers should provide life skills teaching with co-curricular activities. An information booklet proposed in this research may be distributed to learners during health promotion sessions; the booklet is attached.

The next level is about interactions between the micro-systems, namely, teachers, parents and peers. These relationships have implications for the youth’s mental health.

6.6.2 Meso-system level predictors

Several family factors were identified as suicide risk factors for youth, including pressure from parents as a result of poor academic performance, neglect, feeling ignored by parents, abuse, family history of suicide, broken families, parental alcohol use, high parental expectations and ineffective family communication.

Participants also offered the following risk factors experienced through peers and teachers: academic failure, being bullied, high expectations of parents, teachers and community members, peer pressure.

6.6.2.1 Meso-system level intervention

Participants suggested a happy family with both parents that are supportive; an open and two-way type of communication; parental understanding; a strong
family structure that is supportive of its children; children to be cared for, raised and disciplined by parents or adults. Families are to act as gatekeepers, being able to identify warning signs and to know the procedures to follow. Teachers are to create an environment for open communication and also act as gatekeepers.

In order to accommodate parents, learners and teachers in programmes, schools can be used as centres for such interventions. Life Orientation teachers’ knowledge of implementing programmes that involve parents is limited. A need therefore exists for different professionals or specialists such as psychologists, socio-pedagogues, social workers and learning support advisers who can visit schools at least four times a year. These specialists do visit schools in the Northern Free State but they do so once or twice in a year due to the number of schools allocated to them. The problem with this system is that these professionals only attend to learners that have been identified by teachers as in need of support. In that case the support that is rendered is indicated. This means that all other learners who might be at moderate risk do not benefit from these services. Thus, there should be days at least once a term, or due to a matter of urgency once per month, where these professionals focus on group counselling of learners, education and awareness. Feedback and recommendations from their findings should be rendered to the principal and relevant teachers at least once a month after observation for further support. Referral system should also be implemented.

My second recommendation to address this problem is that schools should raise awareness by distributing pamphlets and displaying banners to enhance promotion of mental health in schools. The pamphlets can be distributed at schools during mental health awareness days. As indicated earlier, the awareness days should take place in collaboration with the psychologists and socio-pedagogues allocated for that particular school. A suggested pamphlet is presented below.
Pamphlets should be distributed to each and every learner in class and during awareness days. At assembly once a month one of the learners should be allowed to read a part she or he understands in the pamphlet and talk about it to other learners. Learners should not be coerced to participate but this should be voluntary. This should not be an event but a process. The world mental health
month celebrated in October each year should also be celebrated at schools to raise awareness. Schools should also schedule other awareness days during the year.

Banners at school should be displayed on the notice board in the staff room, notices be affixed at each and every class block, on the bulletin boards inside each and every class room in an A3 size in order to be clearly visible. It should be printed in different colours to attract all the learners’ attention. A big banner should be placed at the entrance where it will be visible to all stakeholders and members of the community who visit the school. This banner does not only serve the learners in the schools but also community members.

**Figure 6.4: Banner**
The next system pertains to links between a social setting in which the learner does not have an active role.

6.6.3 Exo-system level predictors
Lack of recreational centres; youth centres in the community; sport facilities; unavailability of mental health policies and services; and health services provided by school nurses

6.6.3.1 Exo-system level interventions
Interventions include: Availability of community centres, recreational activities, counselling and professional help, availability and accessibility of mental health services.

The first solution offered is that of an education system that must change to accommodate mental health interventions in its programmes. For instance, youth camps are conducted for all matriculants only in the Northern Free State. These camps are especially for underperforming schools in order to address academic needs only and are conducted outside or away from where learners live. They are held during school holidays to have control of the learners without disturbance. Each and every learner organizes blankets, toiletries, especially soap to wash their clothes, and textbooks and exercise books. The committee of academic supervisors consisting of five members (volunteering parents) accompanies learners for supervision without any remuneration from the Department. Teachers teach according to the prescribed time-table, also without been remunerated. Learners are taught different subjects from 8:00 to 20:00, but in between there are breaks and breakfast, lunch and supper are served. This system does not address other barriers to learning that might have contributed to poor performance of a learner such as stress, lack of skills, inability to focus, being pre-occupied with suicidal thoughts and others.
These camps should therefore also accommodate other activities for skills development, and not only focus on learners' academic performance. All these activities should have equal time allocated. Because all learners do not perform well academically, such activities will boost self-esteem and prepare them for a brighter future. It should also accommodate all learners despite of their performance in class. The schools should organize their own camps through fund-raising to accommodate all learners in grade 12.

The youth camps should be for learners showing moderate risk of suicide. They should be staffed with qualified psychologists, social workers and nurses. As learners can be abused and bullied in such environments; small groups are suggested which would be under strict supervision of teachers and parents. A workshop programme should have been assessed by field specialists before being implemented. There is no programme suggested in this plan as this aspect is beyond my field of specialisation.

The second recommendation is related to external stakeholders that have to play a role in safeguarding health programmes in schools. I suggest that the Integrated School Health Policy be implemented, each school having a sufficient number of school nurses. The focus of the school nurses should not only be on screening for health but also on promotion of health in general. The assessment of learners should be done twice in a phase instead of just once as stipulated in the policy.

The next level pertains to the cultural context in which individuals live.

6.6.4 Macro-system level predictors
The macro-system is about over-arching beliefs and values. Participants indicated the following as problems: lack of support from religious bodies in the community; non-adherence to faith as a resource and inability to rely on God
6.6.4.1 Macro-system level interventions

Participants suggested bringing back Bible study, and creating a school environment that is conducive to talking openly about suicide.

I recommend that the Department of Education should revise its National Policy on Religion Education to accommodate learners who want to take religious instruction as a subject. This subject should not be compulsory as was the case previously but should also allow others to learn about adherence to their respective beliefs. It should be implemented to cater for learners’ spiritual development, in order to help them use their faith as a resource. The spiritual development of the learner is crucial in addressing his or her religious aspect of life.

A positive school climate can exist when all learners feel comfortable, wanted, valued, accepted and secure in an environment where they can interact with caring teachers they trust. A positive school environment affects everyone associated with the school: teachers, parents and the entire community. I suggest two factors that should be taken into consideration when creating such an environment: specific factors and general factors.

Specific factors are about: respect where learners and staff have high self-esteem and are considerate of others; trust which is a sense that teachers can be counted on; high morale in learners and staff where they feel good about being at school; cohesiveness, including a sense of belonging; opportunities for input where learners are given a platform to contribute ideas and participate in suicide intervention programmes targeting them; renewal that encapsulates openness to change and improve; and a caring environment for learners with staff and others who are genuinely concerned about them and their wellbeing.
General factors are about: a focus on the LO curriculum, sport and recreational activities and mental health policies; process teaching and learning styles that accommodate learners with mild to moderate mental illnesses; problem-solving; open communication; resources; materials; and school facilities that can be used to enhance learners' mental health.

6.7 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

Based on the aspects that this study unearthed, follow-up studies can be undertaken regarding the following:

- This study was conducted in five schools in the Northern Free State. Such research could be taken to other areas, especially to schools in affluent communities. It would be interesting to see the strategies they would come up with and the methods of suicide applicable to those schools.
- The role partnerships play in suicide interventions in schools.
- There is a need to examine other suicide interventions that would be suitable for learners at risk of suicide in schools in poor communities.

6.8 CONCLUSION

This chapter elaborated on the findings of the literature review conducted on suicidal behaviour and its interventions, and empirical research done in five schools in the Northern Free State province. The study highlighted important findings, those that were expected and those that were not. The expected findings in the empirical research pertained to suggested interventions by the participants. The unexpected findings were about the risk factors that participants offered before proposing interventions. Other unexpected findings were about the methods used in committing or attempting suicide. All the methods mentioned were easily accessible in communities where the participants lived.
Some of the participants had attempted suicide once in their lives; this situation adds to other risk factors that were already present in their communities, thus putting participants in moderate to high risk of suicide.
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361 MASILLO
STREET
BUTAYI SECTION
FRANKFORT
9830

The Department of Education
Directorate Strategic Planning, Policy & Research
Private Bag X20565
Bloemfontein
9300

Dear Sir

REQUEST TO DO RESEARCH

I, Ms. I Makue, am a registered PhD student at the North-West University (Vaal Triangle Campus). I am busy compiling my thesis as a requirement for the aforementioned degree. The title of my dissertation is: Suicide prevention among learners in Northern Free State schools: the views of youth at risk. My promoter is Dr. S. Kwatabana (079 180 1649)

I kindly request permission to invite your child to take part in my study. He/She will be asked to make a drawing of what or who can help prevent young people from committing suicide. Drawings will take between 30 and 45 minutes. These drawings will be made after school.

The findings will help us in our schools to support children so that they do not end their lives pre-maturely. If you agree to let your child volunteer, please co-sign the enclosed form in the space provided for the parent/guardian. I can be contracted if more information is needed. My contact details appear on this letter. I wish to thank you in advance.

Regards,

IvonneMakue
Appendix 3

REGISTRATION OF RESEARCH PROJECT

1. Th1aleUG/ la in reply to your application for the registration of your research project.
2. Research title: Suicide Pro. among young people in Northern Free State School:
The view of youth at R11k
3. Your research project ha(e registered with the Free State Education Department.
4. Application for grant under the following conditions:
   4.1. The name of participants involved remains confidential.
   4.2. The questionnaire is completed and the interview are conducted out of normal school time.
   4.3. The results are shown to 0B participate in the project.
   4.4. A bound copy of the "..." and a summary on IlllA study la donotoo to Illle Freas State Department of Education
   4.5. Findings and recommendations are presented to the relevant official in the Department.
5. Those roles are only the conditions mentioned above are your own responsibility.
6. You are requested to confirm acceptance of the above conditions in writing to:

   DIRECTOR: STRATEGIC PLANNING, POLICY AND RESEARCH, Old
   CNA Building, Charlotte Maxekwa StrtorOR Private Bag X20565,
   BLOEMFONTEIN, 9301

We wish you every ......... with your research
Dear Principal

REQUEST TO DO RESEARCH AT YOUR SCHOOL

I, Ms. I Makue, am a registered PhD student at the North-West University (Vaal Triangle Campus). I am busy compiling my thesis as a requirement for the aforementioned degree. The title of my dissertation is: Suicide prevention among learners in Northern Free State schools: the views of youth s at risk. My promoter is Dr. S. Kwatubana (079 180 1649)

I kindly request permission to invite your child to take part in my study. He/She will be asked to make a drawing of what or who can help prevent young people from committing suicide. Drawings will take between 30 and 45 minutes. These drawings will be made after school.

The findings will help us in our schools to support children so that they do not end their lives pre-maturely. If you agree to let your child volunteer, please co-sign the enclosed form in the space provided for the parent/guardian. I can be contracted if more information is needed. My contact details appear on this letter. I wish to thank you in advance.

Regards,

IvonneMakue
Dear Parent/ Guardian/ Care-Giver

REQUEST TO DO RESEARCH

I, Ms. I Makue, am a registered PhD student at the North-West University (Vaal Triangle Campus). I am busy compiling my thesis as a requirement for the aforementioned degree. The title of my dissertation is: Suicide prevention among learners in Northern Free State schools: the views of youth s at risk. My promoter is Dr. S. Kwatubana (079 180 1649)

I kindly request permission to invite your child to take part in my study. He/She will be asked to make a drawing of what or who can help prevent young people from committing suicide. Drawings will take between 30 and 45 minutes. These drawings will be made after school.

The findings will help us in our schools to support children so that they do not end their lives pre-maturely. If you agree to let your child volunteer, please co-sign the enclosed form in the space provided for the parent/guardian. I can be contracted if more information is needed. My contact details appear on this letter. I wish to thank you in advance.

Regards,

Ivonne Makue

Parents Signature

____________________
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VOLUNTARY INFORMED CONSENT FORM: LEARNERS

Title: Suicide prevention among learners in the Northern Free State schools: the views of youths at risk.

If you agree, please place an "X" in the 'yes' boxes to show that you understand and agree with each statement:

1. I understand the information about the study in the Information Letter. Any questions I had were answered.

2. I realize that participation is completely voluntary and that I can stop the study at any time. I am uncomfortable answering any question, I may choose not to answer.

3. I will be asked to make drawings and explain them in writing. My participation will be confidential. I understand that my full name will not be used, nor will specific details of where I live be shared, when information from the interviews is used by the researcher.

4. I understand that what I say may be quoted at great length in publications, presentations and the final report. If I become concerned with anything I said, I can ask for parts, or all, of what I said not to be quoted. I may also have deleted any parts of the interview I want deleted.

5. I understand that even if my parent or guardian consents to my taking part in the study, it is my decision whether I want to participate. If I do not wish to participate, or want to withdraw from the study at any time, my wishes will be respected without penalty. My parent's or guardian's consent does not make me have to participate.

6. I understand that if something troubles me while participating, the researcher will provide me with information about community resources (e.g. a local psychologist, social worker, etc) that might help me.

I agree to take part in this study.

[Signature]

(Date)

I agree to allow my child to participate

[Signature]

(Date)

The seen explained to the young person and this form signed vo:

[Signature]

(Date)

Researcher's Signature

(Date)
Think about a way in which suicide can be prevented in schools. In the space provided. Please make a drawing of what or who you think can help in preventing young people from committing suicide. How well you draw is not important.
I would like to understand your drawing. Help me understand your drawing by writing a paragraph explaining it. You may write in any language you like. Should you have any problem in writing you may tell me what you wanted to say and I shall write it down for you. I shall read it back to you thereafter.
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GIVE ME YOUR FULL INFORMATION UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADING BELOW:

1. **FamilyBackground**

2. **SchoolBackground**

3. **Whatdoyouknowabouthowicidal?Oranyexperiencesyouhavecomeacross?**
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1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Name: Loyiso

4. Family Background
5. School Background
6. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

I live in Namahadi Frankfort. My Father is originally from Sasol. My mother is from here in Frankfort. I live with my Grandmother and aunt. My parents never got married, but I have a relationship with my Father and my mother still love them. I mostly see him on weekends, and go to visit him all weekends and I come back with something for my grandmother on Sundays when i come back.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started to attend crèche at the age of 3 years old, at little flower. I 2009/2004 at the age of 5 and half years old. I started Grade 1 at Meduwaneng Primary school. After Primary I went to Falesizwe Secondary school. At the moment I am doing well. In school and I obtain high marks in the school. Now I am doing Grade 11 It is going so well.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I know that people try or kill themselves because they are hurt or in trouble. But it is not the solution, because you are being selfish and not thinking about people you are leaving behind who care about. My mother told me whatever is bothering I can always talk to her and in time things will get better.

Name: Oliphant

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Question 1

Family Background

Response

I live with my uncle, my sister, Grandmother, brother, and me and we live in mamello and we live in a 8 room house and I am the only child that learn school and other work accept my grandmother. But the other work they do every thing in the house even my father do things for me, anad my grandmother.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I learn in a zulu class and our class teacher is Mr Z. Shabangu And in our clas we a 44 all of us and many teacher’s think that our class is corrupt and we are not. But there are some of our class mates that are misbehaviour they don't listern to teachers. And I was leaving. In Gauteng province before I came in Frankfort and I start learning grade 1 In phumlani Primary School in Tsakane from grade 1-7 and my grade 8-9 in Reshogofaditswe Secondary School in Tsakane and in 2014 at 11 December I came to free state and now I am doing my grade 9 in Falesizwe senior secondary school And falesizwe is a good Secondary in namhadi Frankfort.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

When I was tsill leaving in tsakane in 2014 when we going get report I get that I didn’t make it then I start drinking alcohol and smoking drags like shwag and I knew that I am doing bad thing and when I am sitting I was thinking something that is bad and the thing that I was want to steal was going to help me, and my friends tell me don't do that thing.

Name: Sekele

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
My name is Sekele, I live in Frankfort. I am from family of 5 I have two sister wich are twins, Mother and father. We live in a small house and I share a room with my sisters, because we live in a 3 room house. I was born on the 18th of May 1997. I enjoy playing soccer, listening to music and being with my two sisters. I run a small business which is selling sweets, because I help my family through fanacial problems

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started school in 2004 when I was 7 yrs old. I started in the school called evaton primary in Gauteng and I didn't finish my education there I cam back to Frankfort to learn. My loved me. Whe I was 10 yrs (Gr 09) I almost faile my june exam. I fell for peer pressure and got date for the first time. I faided term 4 and passed with condone. I went to the new high school Tweeling. I finished grade 10 and 11 when I was 17 and 18 yrs

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

It was in 2013 when the suicide happen or take place. In December 20-25 in Chistmas day. When all people celebrate we were in the house looking at the window. We saw a beautiful women passing by, they we 6 girl in all. One of them called cindy. She saw her boy friend and he slapped her until she cries we came out and wanted to help her. She ran away going back home . while running she got to the shop and brought parrafing and drunk it the same time and no one was trying to help because she was a prostitute Zwane Gift

Name: Thenjiwe

1. Family Background

2. School Background

3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

My name is thenjwe Mokoena. I am 18 yrs old. Mt family we are 4 in the house . I have a small sister and two grandparents. My father died when I was two years old he died in 20006-04-06
when tommorow it was my birthday. The place that I was at Nelspruit at 10 am the day is 20003-06-24. The reason why my father died he has sugar diabities as I have it. Its always get wet every after 15 minutes. My family didn't know he was saying goodbye.

**Question 2**

**School Background**

**Response**

I started school when I was 7 yrs old I have started my grade 1-7 here at Meduwaneng PS my first day at school was boring I didn't know anyone even my teacher. I was so afraid when I saw teacher shouting others. The first term I passed it but second term I failed the teacher told my mother that my problem is id ont know mathematics. At home ive stopped playing I have studied hard to pass term 3 ihave passed. I love other children I give them a love because at home is me and my sister. We always feel so lonely. I have finished primary school now I am at Tweeling High School I have passed senior phase But now I am at junior all I know is my carrer continue

**Question 3**

**What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?**

**Response**

Moipone Makhoba because that girl is a bad mouth a rotten mouth. She made bad news about other and proctete himself by killing but she hasn't succes

**Name: Dibuseng**

1. **Family Background**
2. **School Background**
3. **What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?**

**Question 1**

**Family Background**

**Response**

My name is Dibuseng Twala. Iam in grade 10 at Tweeling High School. At my family we are five(5). Its is my mother, brother, sister and little siste. We are so midde of rich and poor. My mother tryed hard to work for us and brother my father deid manyyrs ago. I was about 3 yrs old. My mother worked at the farm and my brother work at town. My mother are 39 yrs, my brother have 19, my sister have 21 and my little sister have 8 yrs old. I have 2 uncle, grandfather and gradmother. My sister have 2 children.

**Question 2**
School Background

Response

I am Dibuseng Twala at Tweeling High school. I’m in Grd 10c, my teacher is meneery Dace. I started Grd R at Phuthadichaba Heilbron school until GRD 5. At school I have 3 friends. Their names is Molebogang Tsotetsi, Mampho Molekeni and Nomasono bonto geni. Other boy liked to treated children out toilets are datity, and we don’t have top. We have to come along with our food, water and money. But principal have to tryed to buyght JoJo.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Few months ago, there were Girl called lebogang Mtombo. She was trying to killed herself by drinking poison. She was trying to killed herself because she killed someonelse. She is in GRD 8 at Falesizwe Secondary School.

Name: Lindokuhle

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

I am 15 years old I have 2 sisters I am the last born in my home but when I was maybe 1 month-5 years I was living with ny grandmother wh otok care of me and raised me, I was not raised alone I was with my cousin Ntekeleng and Teffo, Lerato and Nthabiseng after years live with my parents I lived in villers and now Frankfort.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I am in grade 9 I first started school on Zanele in Villers but now im in Falesizwe I am a very talkative peron I like laughing and I am very shy when it comes to people. I have lots of friends at school we are all friendly in our class, I like doing my school work. I was learning in gughulethu my favarivate teacher was Mrs Mochela who teach me zulu and now my zulu teacher is Mrs Mofkeng.
Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response
Suicide is when somebody tires to kill himself or herself or just thinking about killing someone or something that is alive. I once thought about suicide but I managed to escape those bad thoughts.

Name: Masoleng

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1
Family Background

Response:
Im 17 years old my name is makuben. I have two sisters and one brother and my little sister is four years old. My brother wroks at the kitchen and my ather works on a farm called Mooigelegen farm. At home very poor but we can eat we can was ourselves I live with my aunt at home. She can protect us well as she can to buy food to eat she is a kind woma..

Question 2
School Background

Response
I'm in high school at falesizwe secondary school. My school have many years but its still beautiful like a diamond. I like that school very much. It's a very nice school I've ever meet. Everybody speak about our school how it's beautiful they want their children to go there when they grow up. That school yoo is nice school. I need to finish my grade 12 there. Our school is a very quiet school to study at. It have a play ground toilets and have a very big hole. Thank you very much

Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response
I have a smaller aunt called Ntabseng. She is 21 years old, she tried to kill herself with jik. She say that she is tired with this life. Second she tried to kill herself with pills that day she mostly
has died. She took maybe 20 pills in one time. My father took him to the hospital fastly, my father didn't want their last born die. That why she tried to kill herself.

Name: Sipho

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?:

Question 1

Family Background

Response

We are three children at home. I am the first born. The second born is a boy and the third born is a girl. My mother is in bloemfontien. She is working in the department of social development. She is a social worker. My father works in the correctional department as a prison warden. We are staying with my grandmother at home. She helps us with our homework’s were we don't understand. She makes up stories before we sleep and she likes to make funny jokes. I am glad to have such a thoughtful granny in my life. My granny likes the kids that goes to church every Sunday because if we don't go she will punish us.

Question 2

School Background

Response

My first school ay was in January 2008. I was six years old, my first class teacher was Mrs Mbele who is pensioner now. On first day I was afraid of many learners and many teachers. Our parents accompanied us to school for a week. Then from there, I enjoyed school. I failed in grade four 4 as I was not ready for grade five 5, because I was the youngest in the class. I was feeling so badly my friends go to grade five 5 and im still in grade four 4. I thought I must should study with grade three. But im glad I didn’t kill myself. My arents encourage me that I shall be alright don’t lose hope and don’t give up. Almost I took advice now im in grade 7. I want to show my educators how best I am.

Question 3

I say my friend blontle. She lives in boksburg. She want to drink paraffin. I asked her why she want to kill herself, she told me that her mother doesn’t like her. Her mother is abusive and also his uncle because his brother died by a car accident at meks maholo. They beat her even she
sleep. I feel so bad about my friend. I told her that she must go to speak the social worker or even my mom. So that she can get help. Not to try dink paraffin.

Name:
1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1
Family Background
Response
In my families we have a good background we have never fight for nonsense things if you have a problem with someone you tell the elders and they sit with you down and sort out things. We have had ups and downs but they are sorted now and we hope that they won't happen again. My grandmother is blind and wants to see again that's a problem because she is not able to go further distance, it's either she goes by her own foot or a car she is not able to take long she once told us that she can't travel long. at home am a miga family on the Nhlapo family I am also a nineth grandchild. We are one united family. I am so happy of being in those families. We respect each other no one is bossy.

Question 2
School Background
Response
When I was young I went to lesedi creche it was fun. When I was 5 years I graduated, then next year on which I was 6 years I went to Gugulethu I school that's were I started my grade R-8. I remember in grade 5 we through a party in the class but we asked for permission first, then some girl stole our coldrink but hey we were not interested in that an din grade 6 we also through a party that one was the best because we were not arguing for things because class teachers was there. We went on a N.S quiz it was fun we were in position 4 out of 10 groups we got R50, certificates and silver medals our group was BFF's (best friends forever) and today we are still bff's but two(2) people are out on our group. In grade 8 we went to farewell at eman;ad it was fun, I really enjoyed myself. Now I am in grade 9 at Falesizwe, it's so much fun.

Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Response

I know about people who want to kill themselves for boys that’s suicide they are committing it. And I haven't experienced such thing because I don’t care what people say or do about me. I live my life not other person’s life.

Name: Hlubi

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

Me and my Family are living a normal life but sometime there are many bad things that must happen. I live with live with my two brothers and my one sister my mom and dad had a divorce but they both support us with everything that

Question 2

School Background

Response

When Im out of school am a good person but sometimes I become bad cause some of my friend dodge periods. I am a zulu learner and I have eat school food but at all I am not that corrupt.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

People kill thumselves cause they have many problems that cannot be solved that They do such bad things by killing them selves

Name: Zwane

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Question 1

Family Background

Response:

I came from a family of four children three girls and one boy. I have both parents we live right here at Frankfort. One of my parents suffers from stroke. That is my father. He was told to leave his job but my mom is still working, everything is depending on her. One of my sister is working at Bloemfontein. But she does help my mom here and there. I appreciate everything that do for me and my other siblings. I love and appreciate my father, that he can't talk and walk without his right leg.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I am a learner at a school called Falesizwe. I really enjoy being around people that love me, even though some of the learners don't like me at all, but I went there to build a future for myself. Before I came to this high school, I attended my primary school gugulethu. That is where I met a person I couldn't trust and I could share everything with. That person became a best friend to me, we are even in the same class this year. Her name is lindiwe.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I went through a bad year last year. It was my first time experiencing this when, my father experienced stroke. It was during my last exams in November. I've never seen my mother cry like that. I had a mathematics exam to write.

Name: Ian

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
In my family background I was so young when, my grands father died. And my mother says we were 10 of all mt family home, and another people die like a said on top of paragraph 1. I grew up without seein my father and I grew in poor family, so I want work hard and make my family better. My child’s mother we are six children, my family live better but not that better. That things of grow without knowing your father it make me angry and sad. But know is gone I started my life knew and forget about it.

Question 2

School Background

Response

When I started school I started when I was young, maybe I started when I was 7 years old then I go in grade two and I started telling myself a school is important in my life if you I not educated you will nevr get a job anywhere. And I start school in 1997 up to 2002 I was in grade 7 c I mean I am in grade 7c know, and when a started school I was so scared but the days go and go I started knowing people meeting some friends. And my faviaroc subject are Sesotho, social sciences, Natural sciences and Maths. And school is important in my life because if you are educated you mean something in life.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

About a suicide a suicide is someone who want to kill him/her about something do him/her that was wrong to him. Or someone do that to him that he don’t likes, and that’s why he want to kill because he felt angry or bad about that things happend to him. People if people kill them is nice and is not right is wrong

Name: Evlyn

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

Before i come here I was staying Newcastle, it was very nice living there but because of my aunt I had to leave and come and stay at Frankfort. My aunt was living here at Frankfort alone with two little boys and she was not used to Frankfort she was also scared to live here, so m my mother asked if I could come stay with my aunt. It the agree and I was also happy about staying
at Frankfort when I have arrived here my aunt was so happy and she was such a very kind person to me but when time goes on she showed me her kind of person she is, she is very strict and she even cant allow me to visit my fiends I only go outside when she ask me to go somewhere.

Question 2

School Background

Response

My school backround is very big, it have stairs with many step and my school sometime become undisciplined because of the learners not teachers. But before was at school called Sithobelumhethu S.P School for my grade 5,6 and 7 , I ddiint do anything wrong eventhough in grade 8 and 9 I was at falesizwe. I chase to come here at falesizwe because it was only biggest school ,but except that I chas to come here because I love this school.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

The experience I have come across in peer pressure. I sometimes look at my self in a mirror, I then judge myself at many things.

Name: Tumelo

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

My name is Tumelo, I born in 1996. I live in phomolog. As I said I live phomolog section. I live in a small house with my both parents in a three room house, a kitchen and bedrooms, luckily my parents have only one child, including myself and we are all boys, so it is easy to share the room because we have same danger. My parents try to make our life easy. My work at manucipality and my father drive trucks in herrismith. Everynight we use to play scrable while watching T.V.

Question 2
School Background

Response

I attended a pre-school at Buhleburile edu-care, then I went to Thuto-ke-tsela primary school I really loved that school because it had many excellent different features, we had a library at school and sports roundus most lovely thing I liked about that school it has group organisation like soul buddz and save the children where we were able to share our problems and situation safe. I did be part of scrable and spelling B members after grade 7 I went to falesizwe senior secondary school(GET) general education training which is senior and F.C.T. Falesizwe is a big school in Frankfort and also have excellent feature it has multipurpose, Maths lap and wifi network even school hall so that we can be protected from rainy times and winter being cold.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

When someone try to kill he/herself in different ways. Or someone do that to him that he don’t likes, and that’s why he want kill because he felt angry or bad about things happened to him, when you try to kill yourself that will put your family in a serious problem. Some people commit suicide because of stress and depts.

Name: Qhekeka

1. Family Background

2. School Background

3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

I am from a family of six girls and one boy. I am the last child in my family. I have both parents. I love my grandfather even though it is always said that I to have a nose that look like his and that he was the wisest man in my family. My grandmother was the sweetest women I have ever knew. She was so loving, caring, kind and sweet. She always gave me the best advice on how to always conquer and show the world that I can really do it. I love my family though, and who are we without family?

Question 2
School Background

Response

I started school at Gugulethu Intermediate School. I did my grade 1 and grade 8. It is the best primary school in Frankfort. Cause I learnt a lot of thing from my grade 1 teacher. She was the nicest person, she always taught us to love GOD. My teacher was god-fearing. At the beginning of 2015, I came to Falesizwe Secondary. My first day at this school was very exciting with all my friends. I am in grade 9a, in Mr Z. shabangu’s class. The real reason why I come to falesizwe is because it is the best school with the best teachers.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Suicide is when a person kills himself or herself, because of abuse or emotional abuse or maybe relationship problems.

Name: Nteso

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

At home we are a family of five that is my mom, my father, my younger sister and younger brother. Both of them they go to school at meduwaneng.

Question 2

School Background

Response

When I was three years old my parents took me to little flower crech. When I was five my parents took me to gugulethu for grade R until I finished grade seven. After grade seven I went to study at falesizwe college next to parys. I studied there from grade eight until now I’m in grade 11.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Response

Suicid it is when somebody decide to take his or her life. I am going to tell it like it is- if your husband abuses you it is because you allow him to. He can be arrested you.

Name: Nteso

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

My name is katileho totietsi im a grade 12 learner from mfundo thuto. I stated school in 2003 I started in primary I was seven years old. In my family I have both parents I have three sisters but I stay in my grandmother's house I was born in 1996 in mafube hospital I have a small brother even my big sister he is in grade 12 to. In my family we have passed through a lot of trouble but we are very strong. I started living in my grandmothers when I was a small little kid.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I love school very much because education is key to success in your dream my favorite subject is physics and science if we want to succeed in our dreams we must be educated. Education is very important thing in our life. I love school because it can teach us many things in our life so that we can succeed people like to quit school because they don't know how important school is. I like to study because I want to change my family education can put you in many thing and you will succeed like many people who like school, school is very important thing in our lives if you don't study you won't get what you have dreamt of in your life

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

What I know about suicide is when somebody wants to take his life I know few people who tried to kill themselves their names are moipone & gontse they are my class mates we are n the same class in grade 12.

Name: Moyeni
1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

We are six in the house including my parents and we are living a normal live under the mercy and protection of god. I love my family because there are no fights between us or saying valga languages, respect each other because we are up by good parents who taught us everything. When god made moms he gave me the best.

Question 2

School Background

Response

My first school was meduwaneng primary school I started amending at the age of seven years until I finished at the age of 14 years. I went to high school named falesizwe until I rIched my matric. Doing grade 12 is not that simple because you must start preparing yourself rom the beginning of the year. Matric is a diverant grade that needs time and elucidate. You must study hard so that you get your final matric results you be will be so ecstatic

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Suicide is an action of one killing one’s self deliberately I haven’t come across such things or think about it in my life.

Name: Morena

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:
In 2004 my father was drinking alcohol he was coming out at home earlier in the morning and my mother was fighting for so my father he decided to live drinking know my father decided to live drinking no he is no longer drinking alcohol. Now we are living a better life because my father is no longer drinking now we are always happy because there is no one drinking alcohol and there is no one using drugs weed and dagga.

Question 2

School Background

Response

At school I do all my activates all the time. but now I decided to dosh because my friends are doshing and I decided to do that because my friends are doshing. One day I came back at 12 o'clock and my mother ask me that why did I came back earlier today and I said there is no teachers at school and was laying so I decided to live that I told my friends that this year I want to pass when iam doshing I will never pass so no more doshing school I want to pass.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I know that people are killing themselves for their own risk or they kill themselves for someone who is doing the wrong thing in their life.

Name: Rampai

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

At home I’m staying with my grandmother and my little sister. My mother assed away when I was 8 years old. with my family we are having a happy life but we use to fight but everthing will be ok when times goes on. My grandmother is 65 years old she only had 3 children. There were only girls she did not have a baby boy, my grandfather also passed away last year on the 15th October. At home we hae each other and we respect each other.

Question 2

School Background
Response

I started school at shadrack mbambo at Gauteng then I passed grade 1 I moved to Frankfort when I was seven years old I started my grade 2 at gugulethu primary school. My class teacher was mis ev hadbe I got a friend who is still my friend when i wasn't grade8 I was selling so that I can have pocket money my grandmother will bake for me then in the morning I take the bucket of cakes to school to sell them. My grade 9 im doing it at falesizwe, I started this year. My class teacher is mr shabangu. i really love to be at falesizwe its nice to se new teachers new school I wish I can pass to my grade 10 next year.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

The year before last year my aunt had a car accident he wheel of the car come out the cars start rolling 3 times with her inside but she didn’t die, she is still alive. We always thank god for saving her life

Name: Victor

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

I come from a big family, my dad and mom were living at hamanskall before coming here at Frankfort. all my dads children were 6 and my mom were 6 but all in all we are 8. my parents have four grandchildren. Our surname was changed due to apartheid we were hadbes but now we are Radebes at first I couldn’t understand how we were relatives with the Hadebes but now I do

Question 2

School Background

Response

My school was once burned by some silly thing but I still love it like that. I love all the teacher who teach the I always love being one of the learners ere I love the uniform here. Even though there were rumors that this school has evil spirits I love it still.
Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I tried committing suicide once because Mr. Moloi our family friend died due to illness and jealousy. When he died I also wanted to follow him because he was my motivator God took my other part of life.

Name: Ndaba

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

My father passed on. My family is from helbron. My father passed away when I was about 3 to 4 years old. I am the second child. My grandmother passed away and my sister passed away when I was 8 years old. Mt uncle has 2 two children a boy and a girl they are twins. They were born during 2010. My grandfather passed away. I dont have a grandfather anymore. We used to live in ashack but now we live in a first brick house. My aunt bought a car in 2009. The house is not fully finished there somethings that to be fixed.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started at a Nursery. My first school is Gugulethu Primary school. The school has 8 grades. I started at the age of six in grade one. I have never repeated a grade in my life At school I had a streak of not failing a term but I later broke it. My lifegrade one teacher was mrs Nhlapo. At grade two I was in mrs Madibo’s class. Grade 3 mrs Sgasa Grade4 mrs Motaung Grade 5 Mr Tsotetsi Grade 6 Mr Stoner Grade 7 Mrs Machello grade 8 Mr Makhoba. Now I am at falesizwe Secondary school I am doing grade 9 in mr Shabangu’s class.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Response

I know suicide is when someone kills him or herself. It has happened to my family. My sister killed herself on 2009.

Name: Sphiwe

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

I am sephiwe I have 16 years old. I live with my dad, mom, 3 brothers and 2 sisters. One of my brother live in phomolong Section. Is my brother son of my dad. My dad have two lady. I live with my mother and my father sometime go their. I love my brother it is first born in our home. We lost our brother in 2001-03-11

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started grade one in Meduwaneng at Mrs Sethole. In grade 4 I go Betlehem the school is Thebe. In grade 4 I go back to Meduwaneng and I live in Mamello Section I faild grade 5 I repeat it iwas 10 years. My mom said to Mr Mosia. This boy must be fail because he had the lowest year I afrid my mother. And In grade 6 I passed I go the grade 7 in 2012.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

In 2000 my grandmother want to kill my grandmother. He make a porsin so that my grandfather will die my father want to it ate food my granpar die in 2000-12-05 I gauteng
Question 1
Family Background
Response
My family's background is always sitting together as a family respecting each other and lestcaning to others. When something happens (eg ceremonies, funerals and weddings) we start to tell the elder what is going to happen so that they canbe with us all the way and those elders. They are very respected because they are our grandmothers mothers. As a family we like to visit grave yards or sometimes we are going to wimpy.

Question 2
School Background
Response
My background is that when I was young I wanted to go to school but when I was five years it was the time I started to go to school the first school I attended is LITTLE FLOWER PRE-SCHOOL and when the time goes I attended school Gugulethu,primary.School and I Enjoyed a lot in that school I wish I could turn time but now its too late for that because time wates for no one,now the year 2015 Its my first time in Falesizwe.Senior.Secondary.School and I want to be a learner which is respecting teachers an dbe afraid of them. As a child.

Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Response
I have been through many things in my life and I wanted to kill myself but I wont such thing because life is too short. You can succeed in life you only live once.

Name: Zapata

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Im 18 years old my father’s name is Thabo Tsotetsi my mother is Motloung Maria. My mother have three children one pretty and two boys. I was born in 1997 13 April. My mother passed away after been pregnant by me. My step mother told me that my mother passed away after finding me at hospital. I was a baby when my mother pass. I don't how she was. Thank you.

Guys

Question 2

School Background

Response

I’m Grade 12 leaner in Mfundo-Thuto Secondary-School but I started to be clever in Meduwaneng Public School in 2004. I started my grade 1 in Miss Mthembu but Grade 2 miss Selemela, Grade 3 Miss Mokoma Tshidi Gr 4 Miss khonuo, Gr 5 Mr-Mosia, Gr 6 Mr E.P Nhlapo Gr 7 Mr Mofokeng Gr 8 Mrs Mafuba, Gr 9 Mr Gaba, Grade 10 I removed Falesizwe but they didn’t agree me, So I got back To Mfundo-Thuto. Until Grade 12. In grade 1 Miss Mthembu was very kind she made me her son with broken heart Thank you.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Suicide is person who wanted or want to kill his/herself I wanted to kill myself because I failed my terms of grade 7 I ate the ratex then I went to hospital send me up to Bloemfontein. So when I wake up I've seen doctors and nurses. So I don’t want to kill myself. Okay guys my name is Boy Zapata. Thank you.

Name: Selometse

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Response

Family Background

My family is a caring and loving family I couldn’t have asked for a better family. The is always happiness when our family is under one roof. I could say my family is the best in the world they treat us equality we get want ever we want but not all the time. I have got the best grandmom and the best parents. I am loving my life.
Question 2

School Background

Response

I started school in 2007 at Gugulethu Primary School. My grade 1 teacher was Mrs Skhosana she was one of the best teachers. After a year then I was promoted to grade 2 I had an amazing teachers to Mrs Madibu. Then I finish my grade 8 at Gugulethu I wanted to see myself at Falesizwe S.S.S I worked hard now am here I am still going to work hard to see my self succeful

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I have seen are guy trying to kill himself because of his cheating girlfriend but luckily enough his friend talked him out of it.

Name: Matsole

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

My name is Motlounge Matsole. I was born in 1997-05-11 I live with my grandmother and grandfather but my grandfather passed away on 25 february 2015 and my family feels scared with my grandfather. My grandfather and grandmother have 5 children. Four girls and one boy but one girl passed away when I so young his name is Moduna Nomahlozi she leat he one boy her name is Moduna Mandla and all over my family we 12 and now we miss my grandfather and he love her children so much and we still love him and miss him thank you.

Question 2

School Background

Response
First time when I was 6 years old I started attending Lesedi Educare First time on my life when I going to school first day was kind of boring but second day enjoy. School is the key of our future My school name is Meduwaneng Primary school at MEduwaneng the teachers were always (goiding) teaching me to work hard n my school work. Then I told my self that nothing can stop me too be successful my family have striggle for me to get want I want I want then finish primary goin to secondary school I choosen Mundo-Thuto because it

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Suicide is when someone try to kill herself I have come to cross someone close to me tryin to kill herself suicide is a bad thing and it happen when someone depressed or have to much stress. stress is not a good option. My cousin try to kill herself of something that is so very small we fight over my bracelet then that bracelet was going to cost a life imagine, no guys we have to fight this suicide thing. Guys killing your self is not a good thing to do. If there is something bothering you talk too someone who can cancel a guide you. What about your family people who loves and cares about you they will love you so much life is a precious thing stop killing your selfs guys

Name: Motsoeneng

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

My family is very nice family in my family. I stay with my grandfather and my grandmother and my two little sister. In my family we can not the same as common. But my family is a good family the take care of me. My big sister is a good sister, my brother is a seuruos on his school work. But my mother is taking care of us.

Question 2

School Background

Response
I start to go to school on 2005. I was 7 years old. I was very young and clever. Education is a key of success. Without education you will end up eating bones just like dogs eating left overs, of your age. Friend because you didn’t success. I love school every much because school is important. I started my first of Meduwaneng Primary School and next year I want to finish my studies at Mfundo Thuto Secondary school. Because I want to aim high as the amplep say aim high.

**Question 3**

**What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?**

**Response**

Is the intentional killing of your. Yes is two girls in grade 7a they want to commit suicide. One girl she said my boy friend she said she don’t like him. She said to me I want to drink paraffin. Other girl said plezze give me a sicceze I want to kill me. But we drag to slove that problem. Thank you.

**Name: Sonti**

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

**Question 1**

**Family Background**

**Response:**

Family member Grandmother; Mahamotsa Sophie Grandfather; Mahamotsa Somuzi Uncle ;Mahamotsa Paul Aunt; mahamotsa Evlyn (sonti) Li sister; Moobi Seabi Mother; mahaotsa maki Me; mahamotsa seipati

I live with my family and take careof as I make them proud every term. I started at poelano primary I was only 6 years old in 1994. So my family we are a normal family when we need something we call my mother at kronstat or my granny call her old boy victor. We live happily and things that make me sad is seein my fathers mother after my father died they tieded as bad at kicked as at sunrise.

**Question 2**

**School Background**

**Response**

I started school in 1994 I was a brillant child until I got in grade 7 at primay. I did not fail but when I reach grade 9 it was difficult so I failed term1 but term 2 to 4 I passed. Grade 10 and 11
I was not looking at my books playing my mother told me that if I listen to my friends I will not pass and I will be old in the same grade so I took advantage by listening to my mother it was in 2012 I was 15 years old. At school people who make me sad are boys, boys make fun of us like a we are their puppets are tell them the punch.

Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Maduna Tau killed himself because his family did not love him. His family was against him they always talk negative things about him and they said to his teachers that Tau answer back and he’s disrespectful and that happened after his parents passed away, they treated him like someone whos not a normal person.

Name: Nkosana

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

My family background my family started to belong together at 1841. My mother and father meet at 1847 at sebokeng they move sbokeng 2005. They came frankfox my father get a job slaagpaal and my mom get a job at absa bank my mom like to cook and my father and my family like people my family is riendly they always happy they don’t like to see other people sad

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started school at gugulethu grade r. and I like to do my homework I study until I finish my grade 8. after finish my grade 8 I go to falesizwe to do my grade 9 and I always like to finish my grade 12 and go to university to be a doctor. I like a maths subject.
My tired to kill himself because he was sad because of family he failed his grade 12 she was angre to tell them

Name: Sipho 2

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:
I was born in 1997 on 17 September. In, Frankfort and I have been raised in namahadi. I'm only single to my mother and I have been raised by my grandmother because my mother was working out of ht town. I only have four uncles and four aunts. We are just an ordinary family but my two uncles are working with my mother. Two are unemployed currently, but they are helping me with my school work and things which are necessary at school.

Question 2

School Background

Response
I have started school in 2004 at meduwanemg p.s I was only seven years old and my first teacher was Mrs. mathembu and my previous principal as Mr. T.Mofokeng. At school I was performing drums and I was going to competitions. I was passing by flying colors. My favorite teacher was Mrs. mothembu and Mrs. mosia, up until I finished grade seven and went to falesizwe S.S, that is where I met Mr. motlooung who inspires me currently and until now.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response
Suicide is someone who kills himself or herself. My friend killed herself when she found out that she failed grade 10 ten, that’s whereby she took poison and poisoned herself and she died suddenly.

Name: Beaty

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1
Family Background
Response

My family background my family were don’t understand each other my family last stof year my mother were loved to drink alcohol when I was in grade 3 so my father an dmy mother they were love to fight so my family were don’t understand after my mother and my dad do a divorce Everything was ok because my mother last year leave alcohol so me and my sister we were like to fighti but when my parent going but this year me and family every thing is ok we love people.

Question 2
School Background
Response

At school when I do grade 6 I were very good with my school work but at grade 8 and 9 I don’t love to read but gugulethu any teachers were no me but accept mrs Nhlapo she were don’t love me and her subject I were fail it but after out at gugulethu everything was fine thank you

Question 3
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?
Response

I know when you kill yourself you go to hell but when you don’t kill your slef you never go to hell and when people die other people’s born that person other dig at the soil I only know that.

Name: Malchubu

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1
Family Background
Response:
My name is olifant a grade 10 learner from tweeling highand am 15 years old. I was born in 17 January 1999. At home I live with my granny, my sister, my uncle and my sisters son actually we are five and we are a happy family. I don't have a mother, my mother died in 2006 the exact year I started my schooling, but that didn't affect my work at school. I carry on studing until I forget our los as a family.

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started school at meduwaneng primay in 2006 and I enjoyed beig at meduwaneng. I study thewre until grade 7 and I joined tweeling high at grade 8 and im still at tweeling. At first I didn't enjoy being at tweeling, but now im proud to say im fitting in, I have friend and everthing I need. Even at school im achieving good marks and I am a good student. I like beig around my friends and studing and I like my work.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I don't know much about siuicide but mainly watch it on TV or around our comuntiy when people are killed or kill themselfs
Name: Nthabiseng

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

The family I live with at home is a parent my big uncle and my sister with her child and me only the lifestyle we live is an unsuffering life but we live good as long as we eat at home my mother is not working only my sister is working in komdraai and coming with something

Question 2

School Background

Response

At school im here for studying but for me and for myself im here for playing cause last year live played a lot after I failed my parents was happy firstly when I was doing my grade 9 at falesizwe secondary senior school only me I am learning in secondary my small sister is in primary grade 7 so my sister is in Sasolburg in secondary grade 10 so I don’t want to lose again my family thinks about is smoking.

Question 3

I experience, I know about is if you have failed a lot here at school they will push you until end of grade 12 and you worth be more study and any job now they will need grade 12 certificate

Name: Leboheng

1. Family background
2. School Background
3. What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response:

I bam 18yrs old I live with my grandmother, two little brothers and my oldest 1 when is walking, I grew here free state but I wat to Gauteng to stay my mother and my step mother my step father
was treating me very bad so i went to stay free state with my grandmother and my grandmother is the person who like to se friendly some times and love people. My mother is living in tembisa with two little sister my mothers children are four and my grandmother are 7

Question 2

School Background

Response

I started school at guteng living with my mom, I started grade 1 to grade 5 then I left Gauteng to stay with my grandmother my first school is bussi bee the secondis moduopoeps the one is meduwaneng the fourth tweeling high school im finished my grade 12 there at tweeling high. Im trying so hard to study to go to university, so that could do my engineering properly.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

I think the name suicide is anger you love in your feeling it is when you feel alone so you think of killing yourself.

Name:

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Family Background

Response

I grew up on a farm. The name of the farm is Gretna Green. Me and my siblings all grew up there. I am the last born. We are a family of nine. Two parents both living. 7 children, all of them still alive. Five girls and two boys, of which 1 am one. My other three sisters are married with families The forth is away from home working in big cities. The last one is still at home. My brother tpp lives in our township but is married with his own family. I am at school

Question 2

School Background

Response
As I have said I grew up on a farm. I did my grade R up until Grade 3 there. When I was supposed to do my Grade my parents sent us to the township to get better education because we only had one teacher on the farm who taught all the Grades. When I arrived in the township I was supposed to proceed at school from Grade 4 but because I couldn’t write and read my class teacher referred me back to grade 3. The Grade fitted well with my age because I will complete grade 12 at the age of 18 which is still acceptable. The name of the farm school is rapere, it closed few years after we moved to the township because the teacher was a heavy drinker.

**Question 3**

I don’t know a lot about suicide except for that people do it if they xant cope with their everyday problems. No one in my family has attempted it and none of my friends have committed it but I have heard from hearsays that they do it because of love, when they run away from debt collectors and police.

**Name: Moleboheng**

1. **Family Background**
2. **School Background**
3. **What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?**

**Question 1**

**Family Background**

**Response**

I stay Namahadi Frankfort at home I stay with my Brothers at home we live a normal life at home I am a last bone and I don’t have one parent my mother but my father still alive he buy food every the end of mou… and we still live at home my both brother are working but they don’t earn better salary.

**Question 2**

**School Background**

**Response**

T school come to learn and fix all problems that we get at home during weeks and I wish I could build a home to my family but I cant because I am still learning at school and my problem at school I don’t understand other teachers and others teachers we don’t write their work during school hours and other thing that can make us not get bright future is because we can’t behaves like school children we think that we clevers.

**Question 3**
What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Many people killed their self and you ask why that person killed himself that person he got problems and now he can’t fight his battle. He think that is the end of his life and if he can’t kill himself he will get more worse than before and you will killed yourself.

Name: Kabelo

1. Family Background
2. School Background
3. What Do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Question 1

Response

I live In a family of 3 is me, mother and my big sister who recently has moved in. I was raised by my grandmother an d I have a nice home a mother is willing to do anything she can to give me what I need. In short im living a ,idle class life im not poor nor rich.

Question 2

When I was you I used to fight at school. I used to dodge at crèche and went to four different creche’s. I went to three different primary schools. I participated in athletics, school rugby and I’m a member of the RCL in my grade.

Question 3

What do you know about suicide? Or any experience you have come across?

Response

Suicide is an attempt to kill yourself usually because of situations happening at your household e.g. abuse. Yes I once thought of committing suicide because of words that the only person I love in the world said to me.
Appendix: 10

In what way do you think suicide can be prevented? What do you think can help in preventing a completion of suicide? How well you draw is not important.
GIVE ME YOUR FULL INFORMATION UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADINGS BELOW:

1. FAMILY BACKGROUND

   My name is Therjue Marconomic. I am 13 yrs old. My family we are 4 in the house. I have a small sister and two Grandparents. My father died when I was two years old. He died in 2006-03-06 when tomorrow it was my birthday. The place that I was at Netspirit but lo am the day is 2006-03-06. The reason why my father died he has sugar diabetes. As I have it he always get over every other is minutes. My family didn’t know he was saying goodbye.

2. SCHOOL BACKGROUND

   I started school when I was 7 yrs old 2000. I have started my grade 1-7 here at MeleWuming. 1st My first day at school was boring. I didn’t know anyone even my teacher. I was so afraid when I saw the teacher shouting others. The first term I passed it but second term I failed. The teacher told my mother that my problem is I don’t know mathematics. At home I’ve stopped playing I have studied hard to pass terms. I have passed. I love other Chibere because I give them a love because at home it’s me and my sister. We always feel so lonely. I have finished Junior school. Now I am at Tweeling High School. I have passed the first senior phase. But now I am in senior phase. I know my career continues. 

3. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT SUICIDE? OR ANY EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE COME ACROSS?

   Miss Mabuijok because that girl is a bad mouth and pretty mouth. She made bad news about others and procure himself by killing but she hasn’t success.
Many children commit suicide because they don’t have anyone to talk to about problems that they are having. So basically what my drawing is suggesting is that at schools the School Management Team (S.M.T) along with the Department of Education can organise Social Workers and Psychologists to visit schools at least twice a month to have one-on-one counselling sessions with the pupils. I believe that this is whereby they can pick up children that are emotionally troubled and thinking of killing themselves. I think this will help a lot of children to have a future.
GIVE ME YOUR FULL INFORMATION UNDER THE FOLLOWING HEADINGS BELOW:

1. FAMILY BACKGROUND

I am Dibuseng Tselela. I'm in Grade 10 at Tweeling High School. My family is not rich or poor. My mother tried hard to work for us, and my brother and I are the only siblings left. My mother was born in her early 20s. My brother is 19, my sister is 21, and my little sister is 8 years old. I have 2 uncles, 2 aunts, 2 grandfathers, and 2 grandmothers. My sister has 2 children.

2. SCHOOL BACKGROUND

I am Dibuseng Tselela at Tweeling High School. I'm in Grade 10, and my Teacher is happy back. I started Grade 1 at Pre primary school until Grade 3.

At school, I have 3 friends. Their names are Mokoategoa, Tselela, and Tselela. We go to school daily, and we don't have any problems. We have to come along with our bags, water, and money. But sometimes we have to try to buy things at the store.

3. WHAT DO YOU KNOW ABOUT SUICIDE? OR ANY EXPERIENCE YOU HAVE COME ACROSS?

Two months ago, there was a girl called Libagang Matombo. She was trying to kill herself by drinking poison. She was trying to kill herself because she killed someone. She is in Grade 8 at Fole-Siue Secondary School.
The drawing shows two boys playing basketball together in front. There is a basketball post in front. There are words saying "REASON TO BE JOLLY." Below there is a DR. White who is a psychologist.

Mhlophe in his illustration indicated that: "The drawing that I've drawn simply explaining on how can we be able to prevent suicide from schools, firstly this drawing of kids playing basketball and my title saying a "REASON TO BE JOLLY" is actually saying a reason to be jolly. You can be able to forget the negatives in life and bad attachments that may lead to such thing (suicide) for a picture a woman "DR WHITE" is regarded as a person whom can also prevent suicide in schools because I believe that she may talk this through in schools advising or gain if she can be able to negotiate this with the department that there should always be a class for just motivating and advising or more less counseling of any kid from intermediate phases to senior phase who are in such difficulties of trying suicide or committing suicide."
### APPENDIX: 11

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DAY 1: MONDAY, 26 OCTOBER 2015</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>07:30 – 09:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>09:15 – 09:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>09:30 – 11:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>09:30 – 10:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>09:30 – 10:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 – 10:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 – 10:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:00 – 10:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 – 11:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 – 11:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 – 11:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10:30 – 11:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:00 – 11:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:15 – 12:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:15 – 11:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:15 – 11:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:15 – 11:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:45 – 12:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:45 – 12:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:45 – 12:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>11:45 – 12:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:15 – 12:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:15 – 12:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:15 – 12:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:15 – 12:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>12:45 – 13:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13:30 – 14:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>13:30 – 14:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:00 – 14:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:00 – 14:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:00 – 14:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:00 – 14:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>14:30 – 15:00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:00 – 15:30</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:15 – 16:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:15 – 15:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:15 – 15:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:15 – 15:45</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:45 – 16:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:45 – 16:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:45 – 16:15</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>15:45 – 16:15</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**DAY 2: TUESDAY, 27 OCTOBER 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Venue</th>
<th>Session Chair/Chair</th>
<th>Presentation/Activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>08:30 – 09:00</td>
<td>Registration</td>
<td></td>
<td>Registration &amp; Refreshments (at Heron)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09:00 – 10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof JM Dreyer</td>
<td>The value of teaching practice as perceived by post graduate certificate students Dr S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Unisa)</td>
<td>Kwatubana &amp; Dr M Bosch (NWU Vaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venue: Heron</td>
<td>Mrs R Botha</td>
<td>Integration and collaboration between students and subjects Mrs R Botha &amp; Mrs M Möller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs M Möller</td>
<td>(NWU Vaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venue: Bishop</td>
<td>Mrs T Viviers</td>
<td>Reflection: Models of work integrated learning Prof E Fourie, Mr B Bunt &amp; Ms U Fourie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AROS)</td>
<td>(NWU Vaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00 – 10:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof JM Dreyer</td>
<td>When mentoring goes wrong Prof JM Dreyer &amp; Dr BA Segoe (Unisa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr BA Segoe</td>
<td>Pak boekekennis weg want nou begin die werklikheid: leermees in onderwysopleiding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>wat eers bestef word as pas-afgestudeerde onderwysers in praktyk staan Mrs T Viviers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AROS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30 – 11:00</td>
<td>Refreshments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 – 13:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr MJ Boosen</td>
<td>Verwagtinge en realiteit van Onderwyspraktyk studente en optigte van die mentoronderwyser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(NWU Vaal)</td>
<td>Mrs R Lemmer (AROS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venue: Bishop</td>
<td>Prof NMM Mbunyuza-de</td>
<td>Using whatsapp to enhance communication with students who are on teaching practice:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heer Menlah</td>
<td>the case of Lupane State University Mr C Ndlovu (Lupane State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Unisa)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30 – 12:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Mrs J West</td>
<td>Praktikgereedheid vir die onderrig van huistaal: Aros as gevallstudie Mrs J West (AROS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(AROS)</td>
<td>Reflective experiences of Post Graduate Certificate in Education students during</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>teaching practice Prof MJ Tacle (Unisa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:00 – 12:30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr SS Ramapela &amp;</td>
<td>An analysis of the competency of mentors in providing support for student teachers Dr SS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr NPR Mahlangu</td>
<td>Ramapela &amp; Mr NPR Mahlangu (TUT)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(TUT)</td>
<td>Evaluation instruments for Teaching Practice: Lesson to learn Prof NMM Mbunyuza-de</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Heer Menlah (Unisa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:30 – 13:00</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dr MJ Boosen</td>
<td>Reflection on our visit to Netherlands Dr MJ Boosen (NWU Vaal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(NWU Vaal)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13:00 -</td>
<td>Buffet Lunch</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Venue - Restaurant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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